Cooperation among major software providers to adopt industry-wide standards and ongoing advances in hardware and software will greatly expand the range and power of mathematics on the Internet. Recent technological developments are changing the web environment so that files with mathematical content will soon be easily loaded, sent, received, and processed. To make this possible, mathematics files will contain both typesetting information on how math notation should appear and structural information on how notation should be interpreted. That is, math files on the web will contain both presentation and semantic information to allow math expressions to be transported, evaluated, tested, simplified, graphed, and even graphically animated.
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This article discusses some of the technological advances that will empower webbased mathematics by making it interactive and portable. Some background on files is discussed first to explain how solutions to certain technological problems will lead to great improvements in the utilization of mathematics on the web.
Files with mathematics content generated by word processors, equation editors, and computer algebra systems contain particular format and structure specifications. This information, called markup, controls the appearance, and in some instances, the function of elements within documents. To be useful on the Internet however, files must conform to various Internet standards that, to a great extent, have excluded mathematics from the web. Unusual characters, context-sensitivity, and specialized markup have made it difficult to adapt math files to an Internet framework. Though generally invisible to the word processor user, markup for mathematics notation has not been compatible with Internet standards and, for the most part, has restricted math notation on the web to a graphic-image format.
The most popular markup language to control the appearance and function of ele- The mathematical environment of the web will feature platform-independent expressions that lend themselves to numeric, symbolic, and graphical computations. Web mathematics will move from the confines of the graphic image to become easily accessed, imported, exported, and analytically manipulated. With these possibilities coming into sight, and many more possibilities still open, the outlook is bright for mathematics on the web.
